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socially to the world around him, if he is to have influence and
bring out the best in men and things.   Until he was called
to take over the helm of State, Prince Billow played the diplo-
mat1 better than any of his colleagues.  No one has given him
a more brilliant testimonial in this respect than King Carol
of Rumania, in whose country he worked for four years;
and when he first gave up his ambassadorship at the Quirinal
he took with him the regrets and good wishes of all eminent
Italians*   It was otherwise with his senior colleague, Baron
Hoi stein, au unpleasant heirloom from the Bismarck period,
during which he conducted himself in Paris in a way which,
as I was able personally to observe in Vienna, was matched
only by the diplomatic myrmidons of the Byzantine tyrant,
Abdul Hamid.   In Vienna it was the task of the Turkish
Ambassador to keep oil eye on his counsellor of legation and
report upon him in the Yildifc Kiosk, and that of the latter
to watch and report upon the Ambassador*    A similar
system of spying seems to have been practised by Holstein
against his Ambassador Arnitn, without the dubious advan-
tage of mutual treachery.   There is of course no reason to
assume that Holstein acted thus from any other motives
than a patriotism based on ambition.   There is no ground
for numbering this man among the black sheep.   He appears
to have been possessed of admirable qualities, many of which
were known to Maximilian Harden, and many of which I have
learned only recently in personal intercourse with the former
Imperial Foreign Minister, Doctor Rosen, who worked at
his side in the Foreign Office. For instance, he was infinitely
considerate to his immediate subordinates and servants,
who had no easy time of it   But, as is often the case with
hysterical women, who while appearing normal to those who
do not know them intimately, are much more dangerous than
acknowledged lunatics, so there are also hysterical men who
become a danger to their intimates or to wider circles* Baron
Holstein was one of these, and the terrible fact is that this
man's hysteria changed the whole history of the German
Empire.   As chief assistant his work was to have fateful
consequences  for  Prince  Billow,   who   not  infrequently
allowed himself to be fooled by the perverted statesmanship
of this mysterious spirit of the Foreign Office.   Because
Holstein  distrusted  everybody  and   everything,   he  had

